Bush lashes out at Hussein

President George Bush expressed his unprecedented anger against Iraqi President Saddam Hussein in a statement yesterday. Bush said that Hussein's acts of brutality rival those of Adolf Hitler, and that he is certain how much longer the world will wait for Iraqi troops to leave Kuwait.

But Bush maintained that he is not trying to prepare the country for war in the gulf. White House Spokesman Martin L. Fleischer said yesterday that "if we do have to take dramatic action," the administration would like people to know why.

Some Democrats have suggested that Bush is not following his own advice to have "politics end at the water's edge." Wisconsin Congressional David Obey said important presidential statements on the crisis should not come while the chief executive is politicking.

News reporters cross picket lines

More reporters crossed picket lines yesterday to return to their former jobs at New York's Hometown Paper, the New York Daily News. Meanwhile, the strike continues, and the paper's staff and circulation is in a near skeleton of its former self. Many distributors are reluctant to sell the paper, for fear of pro-union violence. Any negotiations between management and unions of the 71-year-old newspaper appear unlikely at this time.

Alzheimer's death increase

The Centers for Disease Control reported a tenfold increase in the rate of known deaths from Alzheimer's during the 1980s. Researchers said there are more elderly folks now, and also more awareness of the disease. They said a study shows a nose-drop vaccine is just as effective as the traditional shot.

The disease during the 1980s. Researchers said there are more increase in the rate of known deaths from Alzheimer's

Hostages' wives to visit Iraq

The wives of ten British hostages being held in Iraq said that they would ignore their government's advice and fly to Iraq to see release of their husbands. The leader of the group said, "We know our husbands are suffering, and we just want to go back and rescue them."

UN may discuss Palestinians' safety

The wave of Soviet Jews immigrating to Israel shows no sign of letting up. According to Israeli officials, a record number of Soviets, more than 21,000, arrived in October. More than 134,000 newcomers have settled in Israel since the beginning of the year, most of them Soviet Jews.

Soviet immigrants flood Israel

Meanwhile, the strike continues. The huge publishing firm has not named a new skeleton of its former self. Many distributors are reluctant to sell the paper, for fear of pro-union violence. Any negotiations between management and unions of the 71-year-old newspaper appear unlikely at this time.

United defends safety inspections

United Airlines officials have rejected the conclusion of the National Transportation Safety Board's investigation of a fatal plane crash last year in Iowa. The panel concluded that the airline's inspection system failed to detect a flawed engine part that led to the crash which killed 112 people. One United executive differed with the board, and blamed the supplier, General Electric. "We gave us a bum part," he said.

Reporter, pilot die in plane crash

Authorities in California are watching for the cause of a plane crash in Solana Beach that claimed the life of the pilot and a traffic reporter. The pilot and reporter were killed Thursday when their single-engine plane nosedived and crashed into the embankment of a busy freeway. The plane has been circling over a minor accident on an Interstate and crashed, narrowly missing a child day-care center. There was no fire and very little gasoline at the scene of the crash. One witness said she heard a "whirring" sound, followed by a "bang boom."

Silber, Wold gear up for election

Supporters of Democratic gubernatorial candidate John Silber insist that he won Tuesday night's debate, and are currently touting the victory. Silber's rival, Republican William Wold, insists that he won the debate, because Silber failed to articulate a specific plan to deal with the state's crumbling finances.

Meanwhile, The Boston Herald said yesterday that it would endorse Silber because he would bring needed change to Massachusetts.
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